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Attorney Docket No. 79745

NORMAL BELT CAPSTAN ASSEMBLY

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

[0001] The invention described herein may be manufactured and

used by or for the Government of the United States of America

for Governmental purposes without payment of any royalties

thereon or therefor.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The invention relates to underwater arrays towed by

submarines, and is directed more particularly to a normal belt

capstan assembly for moving an array from a stowed location

inboard of the submarine to a trailing condition outboard of the

submarine, and for retrieving the array.

2. Description of the Prior Art

[0003] Underwater arrays 10 (FIG. 1) typically include a

series of listening devices 12 mounted on a thin elongated cable

14. When not in use, the array is wound on a spool mounted on

the submarine 16. When deployment of the array is in order, a

capstan assembly, including a drive wheel and a number of

spring-loaded rollers, is used to feed the array into the sea
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18. The drive wheel and the rollers pinch the array and drive

the array either onboard for storage or outboard for deployment.

[0004] The capstan assembly currently in use includes some

seventeen spring-loaded rollers. Each roller applies about 15-

20 pounds of force on the array and thereby on the drive wheel.

The spring-loaded rollers maintain pressure on the array, and

thereby the drive wheel, throughout operation of the capstan

assembly. The capstan assembly is extremely expensive, 1-4

million dollars, depending upon the size of the assembly. The

life spans of the current assemblies are relatively short, and

the maintenance thereof requires about two man-days, a critical

alignment exercise, and about $300 in consumable parts, per

year.

[0005] Each array includes an array "termination", an

enlarged distal end portion of the array. Inasmuch as the

termination portion of the array is of substantially larger

:diameter than the remainder of the array, and is of greater

length than the array sensors, passage of the array termination

through the capstan assembly is often problematic.

[0006] Thus, there is a need for an improved capstan assembly

for deploying and retrieving underwater arrays, which assembly

is more reliable, less expensive to buy and maintain, of greater

life expectancy, and better able to handle array terminations

without damage to the assembly or to the terminations.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] An object of the invention is, therefore, to provide a

capstan and normal belt assembly for deploying and retrieving

underwater arrays, which assembly is more reliable, less

expensive to purchase and maintain, of better life expectancy,

and better able to accommodate array terminations without damage

to the assembly or to the terminations.

[00081 With the above and other objects in view, a feature of

the invention is the provision of a capstan and normal belt

assembly for underwater arrays towed by marine vessels. The

capstan assembly includes a drive wheel mounted on the vessel

and adapted to rotatably receive and discharge an array, the

drive wheel having a continuous groove throughout a peripheral

portion thereof, the groove and a peripheral portion of the

drive wheel forming opposed rims, the drive wheel groove being

adapted to receive the array and a termination module fixed to

the array. The capstan assembly further includes a belt mounted

on a plurality of rollers and disposed along a portion of the

periphery of the drive wheel, the belt having in a surface

facing the drive wheel a continuous central groove adapted to

receive the array and termination module, and a retaining groove

on either side of the central groove for receiving the drive

wheel rims. Upon rotation of the drive wheel to pay out the
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array, the belt moves with the drive wheel and the termination

.module is moved therebetween in the belt groove and impinges on

the belt. The belt is separable from the drive wheel to provide

for the termination module to ride around the drive wheel when

exiting the vessel. Thereafter, the array moves between the

drive wheel and the belt and impinges on the drive wheel, the

belt and the drive wheel being in contact with each other to

enclose the array in the belt groove and the drive wheel groove.

[0009] The above and other features of the invention,

including various novel details of construction and combinations

of parts, will now be more particularly described with reference

to the accompanying drawings and pointed- out in the claims. It

will be understood that the particular assembly embodying the

invention is shown by way of illustration only and not as a

limitation of the invention. The principles and features of

this invention may be employed in various and numerous

embodiments without departing from the scope of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

*[00103 Reference is made to the accompanying drawings in

which is shown an illustrative embodiment of the invention, from

which its novel features and advantages will be apparent,

wherein corresponding reference characters indicate
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corresponding parts throughout the several views of the drawings

and wherein:

[0011] FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of a marine

vessel and a towed array, includinga termination module portion

of the towed array;-

[0012] FIG. 2 is a plan view of one form of normal belt

capstan assembly illustrative of an embodiment of the invention;

[00133 FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic sectional view taken along

line III-III of FIG. 2 and illustrating the interaction of the

drive wheel, the belt, and the array termination module; and

[0014] FIG. 4 is similar to FIG. 3, but illustrating the

interaction of the drive wheel, the belt, and the array sensors.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0015] Referring to FIG. 2, it will be seen that a capstan

and normal belt assembly 20 for underwater arrays 10 towed by

submarines 16 includes a rotatable drive wheel 24 mounted on the

submarine. The drive wheel 24 is adapted to rotatably receive

and discharge the array i0 through a guide tube 25;

[0016] The capstan assembly drive wheel 24 is provided with a

continuous groove 26 throughout a peripheral portion 28 thereof.

The drive wheel groove 26 and the peripheral portion 28 of. the

drive wheel 24 form opposed rims 22. The drive wheel groove 26
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is adapted to receive the array 10 including sensor 12, cable 14

and a termination module 32 (FIG. 1) fixed to the array.

[0017] The capstan assembly 20 further includes a normal belt

34 mounted on four rollers 36 and disposed along a portion 38 of

the periphery of the drive wheel 24. The belt 34 is provided

with a surface 40 facing the drive wheel 24. In the preferred

embodiment, belt 34 is not powered and merely acts to retain

array 10, sensor 12, cable 14 and termination module 32 in

contact with drive wheel 24.

[0018] Referring now to FIG. 3 and FIG. 4, rollers 36 can be

biased towards drive wheel 24 by springs such as shown typically

at 37. The surface 40 is provided with a continuous central

groove 42 adapted to receive the array listening devices 12 and

the termination module 32 (FIG. 3) which have a slightly larger

diameter. The belt 34 is further provided with a retaining

groove 44 on either side of the central groove 42 for receiving

the drive wheel rims 22 (FIG: 4).

[0019] Upon rotation of the drive wheel 24 to pay out the

array 10, the belt 34 moves with the drive wheel and the

termination module 32 is moved therebetween in the belt central

groove 42 and the drive wheel peripheral groove 26. The

termination module 32 has a larger diameter than that defined by

central groove 42 and continuous groove 26. As a result, module

32 impinges on the belt 34 as the module 32 moves, around the
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drive wheel 24. Belt 34 provides a normal retaining force that

acts to keep the termination module 32 against the drive wheel

24. This allows the termination module 32 to be pushed out the

guide tube 25 to the aft of submarine 16.

[0020] Thereafter, as shown in FIG. 4, the array 10 has a

smaller diameter than that defined by the grooves in drive wheel

24 and belt 34. The array 10 moves between the drive wheel 24

and the belt 34 and impinges on the drive wheel by virtue of the

sea drag on the array. The belt 34 and the drive wheel 24 are

in contact with each other, with the drive wheel rims 22 engaged

in the belt retaining groves 44 to enclose the array in the belt

central groove 42 and the drive wheel groove 26. Normal belt 34

does not apply force on array 10 unless array 10 has a larger

diameter or is subjected to a force pushing array 10 radially

outward from drive wheel 24. The normal belt 34 is protected by

an inner shield 46 and an outer guard 48. Upon reversal of the

drive wheel, the drive wheel 24 and belt 34 operate to draw in

the array 10 and the termination module 32.

[0021] In view of the relatively few moving'parts, including

only four spring-loaded rollers, and the relatively easy passage

of the termination module through the assembly, the normal belt

capstan assembly provides a reliable, inexpensive, easily

maintained assembly for paying out and drawing in an underwater

array.
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[0022] It will be understood that many additional changes in

the details, materials, and arrangement of parts, which have

been herein described and illustrated in order to explain the

nature of the invention, may be made by those skilled in the art

within the principles and scope of the invention as expressed in

the appended claims.
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Attorney Docket No. 79745

NORMAL BELT CAPSTAN ASSEMBLY

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A normal belt capstan assembly for arrays towed by vessels

includes a drive wheel miounted on the vessel and adapted to

deploy and discharge an array. The drive wheel has a continuous

groove throughout an outer edge thereof with opposed rims on

either side of the groove. The assembly further includes a

normal belt mounted on a plurality of rollers and disposed along

a portion of the periphery of the drive wheel, the belt having a

continuous central groove formed in a surface facing the drive

wheel. The combined drive wheel groove and central groove are

adapted to receive the array and termination module, and a

retaining groove on either side of the central groove are

adapted for receiving the drive wheel rims. The normal belt

provides a normal force to the array and termination module.
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